
TRIPARTITE 

 

Tribune 

Sergeant Caman wondered what all the noise was about. 

“What the hell are you screaming about, Horsa? Have you any idea what the time is? Caman 

swung his legs from the hammock he had slung beneath the breech mechanism of his tank destroyer 

and precariously placed his feet – one at a time – onto the cold floor of the vehicle that – in the field 

– was his home. First with his left and then his right, he slid his toes into the boots that were lying on 

the metal deck next to his comms helmet. As he did so, he absentmindedly wondered if they were 

actually his boots… of course they were: Horsa’s feet were way smaller than his and Winner’s boots 

were always on his feet. Winner always use to say that – in any bar he and Caman had ever punished 

their collective livers in that he’d – planned to die with his boots on. Caman activated the boot 

fasteners which auto-tightened on his calves as he fed the bottom of the legs of his fatigues into 

their synthetic closures. He managed this – after several years of practice – just before they 

constricted and adjusted to their predetermined tightness. 

The metal floor was vibrating. He could feel that even through his boots. Through his earbud 

comms, he hadn’t noticed that the vehicle was live but this vibration confirmed that Winner had 

started up his command blower for him. That must mean trouble of some kind… 

“Horsa? Horsa… where the hell are you!” 

A small, delicately featured head with a skull-cap of short, blonde stubble appeared from the 

comms position to Caman’s left. “Right here, sarge: we have the colonel on the link – well, not him, 

as such: I have his command group” she answered. “There’s something going on with the snow-men 

– just give me a second while I stabilise the signal: it’s being bounced off of some high ice clouds and 

it’s all over the place…” 

Right, thought Arthur Caman: just my bloody luck when I thought this argument was pretty 

much over… 

Ben Mehdi’s Legion had been fighting a campaign on Tribune 4, a poorly populated, cold, icy 

world in the Tribune system, a part of the Hackabe Cluster. T4 had no exposed areas of water visible 

from space although there were obviously areas of free flowing sea beneath the ice sheets. 

Humanity had spread itself thin over the whiteness and had developed into disparate communities 

held together – for the most part – by a centralised government. But factionalism is part of the 

nature of the species: The Tribune Ruling Council wasn’t a panacea for all the people’s of Tribune. 

And so the self appointed Federal Government came into being… 

 The Tribune Federal Government fielded a ragged army, if one could dignify it with that 

title, of Ice Farmers and Gark Herders: independent types that eked out a desolate existence in the 

planet’s frozen tundra within prefabricated cabins and under-ice complexes, buried deep within the 

permafrost of the single ice super-continent. They dressed in everything from multiple layers of Gark 

skins to high tech hot-suits and – moving with their herds or following the best ice on air cushion 

vehicles, tracked ATVs or worm drive ice-haulers – they were at home in the bitter wastes.  



But, instead of the short decisive campaign against the breakaway TFG that the government 

had contracted for, the Federals – usually called “Snow-men”, for obvious reasons, by their 

opponents – had hired some mercenary companies to bolster their ad-hoc forces and add some 

Gark spine to their bargaining position. Sure, it had cost them any profit they might have gleaned 

from their ice-fields for the next decade but their choice was either fight or carry on working for the 

small ruling elite that had governed Tribune 4 ever since the colony was set up by merchants from 

Tribune Prime. 

The Tribune Ruling Council had contracted ben Medhi’s Legion to bring the Snow-men back 

to the negotiating table by force of arms. The TFG had hired The Lightning Division backed up by the 

local artillery and support specialists, the Firelords. The result, as usual, was the harsh brutality of 

mercenary, professional conflict followed by certain impoverishment for someone. Probably 

everyone on T4. 

*** 

Caman was now fully dressed and alert. Rather than rely on his comms ear inserts, he 

slipped on a full communications helmet and used the jaw-activated sensors to begin issuing orders 

and started to take note of his platoon’s readiness. When he’d completed that, Caman checked his 

own vehicle. 

“Mike – are we up to speed? Denise – have you heard anything more from the top yet?”  

“Up and running, boss” Mike Winner shouted from the driver’s compartment at the front of 

the M12L14 Tank destroyer. His reclined driving positon was connected to Caman’s commander 

chair via a ‘wriggle tunnel’: although Winner had his own entry hatch he could, if required, exit 

through that tunnel at a push: it was a tight fit for an average sized human but the driver of Juicy 

Lucy had made that journey on more than one occasion. The fact that Winner was still shouting his 

response at his platoon commander probably meant he hadn’t yet put his driver’s helmet on. 

“Mike – put your fucking hat on and get us moving will ya!” 

“Where to? 

“I’m going to group us behind that ice cliff we saw yesterday when we parked up. All of Blue 

Team: All Blue Team” Caman added, grinding his teeth to change comm channels and touching the 

screen in front of his command position to indicate a map reference. “I want us all over at this point, 

formed up in standard defensive outward facing perimeter, beneath that cliff at way point sixteen 

on your map. Sound off and go”. 

Caman could already feel Juicy Lucy sliding into position over the hard compacted snow as 

he buckled himself into his seat. 

“Sarge, I’ve got the Colonel’s broadcast now” said Horsa from the communications pod on 

Caman’s left. 

“Okay, let’s see it and get it to the rest of Blue. Confirm” 

“Oh-two in position and waiting” came the first of five responses from the rest of the 

platoon: “Ready sarge, oh three”; “four ready to go”; “six covering the back door” “oh-eight 

vectored alongside six and waiting comms relay…” said the last of the troop “…Keith out”. 

As Corporal Keith Carpenter concluded the position check, Horsa hit the play button and 

Colonel ben Medhi’s face appeared in front of him. The hologram was extremely convincing and – 



unless Caman tilted his head too far, or too quickly – it looked exactly as if the front glacis of his 

turretless tank destroyer had melted away and had opened up to show the icy waste outside. Ben 

Medhi stood in his heated cold weather coveralls, his usually tanned skin looking decidedly pale 

under the dim light and cold wind. 

“Troops, we are going to have to attack within the hour. Sorry to drop this on you but if we 

can move now, we can catch the Firelords on the hop. Their wheeled vehicles are struggling in this 

snow and our intelligence says that they are moving to dryer and higher ground – see your maps” an 

orange flashing dot appeared on a scrolling map that automatically activated in his helmet visor. 

“They are taking their calliopes and launchers, along with the Lightning Division’s tracked mortars to 

that enclosed plateau. It’ll be a tough climb up the Fortune Pass road and they will have the 

Lightning’s blowers to protect them while they struggle up the long winding trackway – the pass gets 

pretty tight in a few spots. But if they push through those constrictions and get to the top they will 

dominate this end of the continent: I don’t need to tell you the range of those Firelord barrage 

launchers if they use their assisted range shells. If they gain that high ground, with their calliopes to 

protect them, we will never take the southern Ice Bases or the space port at Sacred Heart. And that’s 

our end game.” 

“Caman and Stone, I will need your platoons to intercept that long convoy: now – on that 

pass – now’s our chance. Mboko, old friend, I’ll need you to give Blue and Orange the infantry 

support they’ll need. Stack… keep your guys in the APCs as long as you can and rotate them in an out 

of those open jeeps. Even with the warm weather gear, it’s cold for an open jeep if we are going to 

press on. Good hunting, men. Ben Medhi out”. 

“And Allahu-fucking-akbar to you too Colonel” said Caman, insuring the transmit button 

wasn’t pushed before he cursed out his commanding officer. Hell, ben Medhi’s not a bad fellow, 

thought Arthur: but this is a shitty duty... Since Medhi took over the Legion after Broglie’s death, 

he’d made some good decisions. He’d brought in some good officers, too, like Lieutenant ‘Stack’ 

Mboko, from his previous outfit and he’d promoted good non-coms to other officer positions within 

what soon became ben Medhi’s Legion in more than just name. But not Sergeant Arthur Caman: a 

three stripe he was when ben Medhi arrived and a sergeant he remained. Who knows? thought 

Caman Perhaps this is my chance to shine, ‘Bout bloody time… 

*** 

 Twenty two hours after ben Medhi’s transmission, Caman was in the middle of what 

Arthur’s diplomatic mother would have described as a ‘slightly difficult’ conversation. But then, 

when she was alive, Edwina Caman had been a mistress of understatement. And – in all fairness – 

Caman was already on his second set of stims to keep him alert and Mboko was almost certainly 

matching – or exceeding – his dosage, so assessing how exactly each was reacting to the other was 

hard for both men. 

“Caman,” said Mboko’s smiling black face in the hologram, flashing a lot of teeth, both 

natural and titanium replacements. “what I’m telling you is that my forward scouts have reported 

vehicles moving on the road and a screen of emplaced vehicles that we can safely assume are 

Lightning blowers between our people and the vehicles on the pass. At the moment, that’s all the 

gen I have. Over”. 

“Stack, I’m not trying to tell you your job. I know that your experience is mostly with infantry 

and – to your guys – maybe everything looks like a bloody blower. But is there any chance – any 

chance at all – I could get actual eye-dees on any of those before I commit?” 



“Sergeant,” emphasised Lieutenant Mboko with slightly less of a smile than previously 

apparent, “my men don’t think everything’s a blower – they ain’t tyros and some of them were with 

me facing Terran tanks on Cecach: they know their shit. But, same as you, we’ve got no satellite 

access but – before you ask – yes: we’ve launched all of the microdrones we were carrying. But their 

use is very limited: there’s only so much you can see in a blizzard and in the dark so we are using all 

the tech we have plus some deduction and experience to create educated guesses. Our best 

estimates are that the wheeled fuckers slip-sliding up that steep pass are the eight by eights from 

the Firelords. We’ve recce’d the road behind them and we can see spike cage tracks so they’ve 

obviously got something fitted to the wheels to help them grip the ice and slush and we can see 

some track marks as well so we are guessing that – as the colonel suggested – that’s the rocket 

launchers, the Lightning mortars and hopefully both team’s calliopes…” 

“Stack – with the best will in the world – I don’t care about them at the moment. If I can 

catch them in the side I can rip them up and down from here ‘till the plateau. But I’ve got to get to 

those sweet targets and to do that I’ve got to get through the screen – whatever it is. Sir, I need to 

know what’s in the line between us and the road? If it’s their blowers I can take them on, even from 

the front. These L14s have a 20cm: I can penetrate their older blowers from the front but what I 

can’t have is them hitting me in the side with railguns. Over.” 

“Arthur – I can’t guarantee it” said Mboko, losing all of his remaining humour. With a 

straight face he added “My best guess is that they are their big blowers. But a guess is only that: a 

guess” 

“Yep – thanks Mboko. I just hope they ain’t a feint and when I get there all I see is APCs and 

light hovers. ‘Coz – if I do – that means the blowers are elsewhere. And that probably means up our 

backsides… Caman out.” 

*** 

Following his plan, Arthur Caman moved his tank destroyers forward. His command tank 

destroyer was identical to all of the other low, turretless vehicles in his platoon and – save an extra 

aerial or two – had nothing to mark it out as a target. Internally, though, there was one obvious 

difference: instead of a storage area to the left of the fighting compartment for extra 20cm and 2cm 

powergun ammunition disks, their was a communications position unique to a command vehicle. 

Caman could see comms specialist Denise Horsa leaning over the full holo-dish she used to monitor 

both the battle space and all their communications. Yes, Caman often regretted having a short load 

for both his main gun and his tribarrel – though, other than leaving it in air defence mode, Arthur 

couldn’t remember the last time he actually used the 2cm weapon – but anyway, he’d rather have 

Denise working away and keeping his plan straight than the extra rounds. If push came to shove and 

a combat depended on the ammunition load that just Juicy Lucy was carrying, they were already in 

the deep water, so Caman would rather have the extra help at comms with the crew member and 

the enhanced AI system. 

Probably… 

“Keith,” Caman keyed his helmet “keep yourself and Martinez up close on the right but not 
too close. We have no idea what we…” 

 
At that point two things happened: firstly, the mass of snow which his driver was heading 

Juicy Lucy towards and which he had already decided was probably a rock and too small to be an 
M2A7 Lighting Division blower tank erupted into a torrent of fire. It was too small for a 175 tonne 



blower tank. But it was just right for a 30 tonne A14 blower Crew Car or an A16 Calliope… one of the 
‘little brothers’ of the blower tanks was firing everything it had at his tank destroyer and – judging 
from the lack of effect it was having on Juicy Lucy’s frontal armour, it was the twin turreted railguns 
of a Crew Car. So what, thought Caman: as long as they don’t hit a sensor I could care less. 

 
However, the second event was happening even as he took this in and took aim. Juicy Lucy 

rang like a bell as the defensive strip mines activated to stop what was almost certainly an incoming, 
shoulder launched missile aimed at him and his crew. 

 
“Buzzbomb, sarge” said Horsa, unnecessarily. 
 
“Thanks Denise – never mind that, what’s that shit I’m picking up on the left?”. 
 
“From its size it’s another Crew Car. It’s really hard to pick out – it’s well dug in at about half 

a click.” 
 
“Let’s hope that’s all it is – team, we’ve got APCs dug in to the front and what looks like their 

infantry…” clang went Lucy again as the strip mines fired “… deployed to our front. Stack – can your 
people do anything about those bastards hiding in the snow? They’ve got buzzbombs and one of 
‘em’s going to get through eventually!” 

 
“On it. Mboko out.” 
 
Caman depressed the firing pedal twice: the first blew away the snow redoubt, the second 

devastated the APC showering the nearby infantry with steel from its plenum chamber and unused 
ammunition from its railgun turrets.  

 
“That should fuck up the aim of that guy with the buzzbomb anyway…” said Winner from the 

driver’s seat. Caman’s front man was obviously using screens to steer Lucy through the blizzard 
outside, otherwise it was doubtful if he could have seen in detail what just happened two hundred 
metres in front of him. 

 
Suddenly Caman’s command tank destroyer shuddered and a sound like tearing lightning 

seemed to come from the left hand side of the hull. The blowers? It didn’t sound to Arthur like a big 
railgun hit, too many impacts for that, thought the sergeant. 

 
“Denise, what was that for chrissakes?” 
 
“Sarge, it must be one of their powergun calliopes” said his comms officer “and we’ve just 

lost pressure on the port”. 
 
“Port? You mean the left Denise…” snarled Winner, “sarge we’ve taken a puncture to the 

plenum on the left side and we are losing lift. Not much but I’m compensating by overrunning the 
two rear fans. Can you nail that fucker if I spin the ship?” 

 
“Ship? Who’s all at sea now then! Yep - spin her Mike I’ll track and fire as I go”. 
 
Winner rotated the tank destroyer through just under ninety degrees to the left and – at 

somewhere past the seventy degree mark a warning carat appeared on Caman’s control screen and 
he tripped the foot pedal twice. The first shot missed its target hissing by the low blower calliope by 
less than a man’s hand breath igniting items stowed on the vehicles flat bed – tarp rolls and crew 



belongings – simply by its proximity. But they didn’t burn long. The second shot hit the calliope 
vehicle’s cab front and centre. The iridium armour slowed but did not stop the cyan hammer of the 
20cm powergun. The fusion bottle, positioned just behind the driver’s cab, was coated in a thin film 
of what remained of the crewman in charge of the vehicle but only for the microsecond before it 
ruptured. It wasn’t a complete rupture – probably one of the plug safeties had blown and resealed 
but it was big enough. Less than half a kilometre away, the explosion rocked Juicy Lucy – Caman 
himself lost his grip on the arm rests and realised he hadn’t tightened his harness sufficiently – and 
then engaged the eight barrelled, 3cm powergun calliope in an unstoppable gang-firing of all of the 
rest of its ready ammunition boxes.  

 
The sky – even through the blizzard – was cut with pale blue, rod-straight ribbons of plasma 

as almost two thousand rounds were unleashed within four seconds. Those bolts of cyan death 
clawed at the ice laden clouds until – with a second explosion almost as big as the first – the 
remaining 3cm powergun ammunition disks exploded, vaporising what little remained of the hull. 

 
“Well, panic over” said Caman, feeling positive about the action for the first time that day. 

“Winner, spin us around to the front again lickety-split – I still don’t know where the…” 
 
At that point, Sergeant Caman was again interrupted by a loud, shriek accompanied by a 

definite shove and a ripping sound from the top of the vehicle. And then another huge clang to the 
rear. And a third. 

 
“Shit sarge, we’ve got blowers to what was our right of advance and they just hit us up the 

backside and taken the tribarrel off the roof” shouted Horsa, loud enough that he could hear her 
without the comms helmet. 

 
“Wondered when those bastards would show up. Winner, for fuck sake spin us right: I want 

to have my front facing them.” 
 
As Juicy Lucy span like a wobbling top on a column of air, Winner fought to control lift with 

now multiple penetrations – calliope fire to the left skirt and at least one to the rear plenum. Caman 
activated the external push: 

 
“All of Blue Team – we have blowers to the south west. Orange team keep the target on the 

road in site and sweep left, Mboko engage the infantry to our front. Blue turn and face”. 
 
As Arthur Caman uttered these words, he realised Winner, having performed a 180 degree 

turn, had lined Lucy up on a large hulking shape to the front. The fixed gun of his tank destroyer had 
only minimum lateral movement but he pushed the joystick hard right, almost willing his tank to spin 
faster than the Lightning Division’s blower could reload. “Away” he said, almost to himself, as he 
tripped the firing pedal as fast as he could and the tank destroyers main, 20cm powergun fired 
round after round in a fan pattern as the vehicle span like a huge, iridium children’s toy. 

 
In response to her own fire, Lucy took rounds to the front. More than one... two... three... 

but they glanced off of its sloped glacis. In response, Caman’s rounds found three closely grouped 
targets as Captain Oliver Haupt – commander of the Lightning Division’s attack – had failed to 
persuade his crews to space their blowers far enough apart: the Divisions eagerness to rush in for 
the kill had made them an easier target for Caman. One of the attacking M2A7 blowers stopped and 
dug its punctured plenum into a snow drift. Another began billowing smoke from the three crew 
hatches as they were flung open and the driver tried to exit the burning vehicle. He was the only 
crewman that got out and – with no tribarrel – Caman let him run off into the blizzard. A third 



blower – obviously still menacingly functional – turned its turret to face Caman’s tank destroyer and 
fired again. 

 
That round hit Juicy Lucy in the very centre of the hull front from less than 800 metres. It 

passed through the glacis, though Winner’s torso and entered Caman’s compartment via the wriggle 
tunnel. It left the commander’s area via the rear engine bay bulkhead and – with a deafening series 
of clanging noises – presumably ricocheted around the engine compartment before losing the rest of 
its kinetic energy.  

 
Caman was coated in a mixture of blood, other bodily fluids, what was probably highly toxic 

dust from the penetrator that hit them along with some plastic fibrous composites from the spall 
lining that was the only thing that had prevented the penetrator from the railgun’s discarding sabot 
round producing deadly, pyretic sparks. He was aware of Denise screaming briefly – she was 
undoubtedly adorned in a similar fashion with what remained of their driver and the incoming 
round. But – after that brief shriek – he was aware through the comms helmet that she was telling 
him that Juicy Lucy was effectively dead on the ground. No lift, a stalled engine and a dead driver 
and that meant the main gun could only fire at a target of opportunity that might foolishly wander in 
front of its ten degree frontal arc – the limit of the main gun’s traverse – and that only on the 
assumption that the 20cm powergun would still actually function. And no roof tribarrel, thought 
Caman… 

 
“Blue, this is oh-one. We’re grounded. I’ve taken two blowers out to our rear, I think – one 

certainly – but I still have one bogie behind me. Can anyone cover us? Caman over”. 
 
“Caman, this is oh-eight: we just got him” there was another explosion to the rear. That felt 

like another fusion bottle, thought Arthur. Good… 
 
“Blue Leader this is Green Team.” Mboko’s voice came over the audio channel. We have 

their infantry surrendering in droves: I think it’s too cold for them out here after we took out their 
rides!”. 

 
“Martinez cutting in: I’ve got half of Orange with me and we’re messing up the other three 

Lightning blowers – O’Patrick has taken three of Orange’s tee-dees and they are working their way 
up the pass just ripping up those struggling Firelord eight wheelers.” 

 
O’Patrick broadcast on the white channel in clear for all listeners – including enemy forces – 

to hear “This is master sergeant Dan O’Patrick receiving confirmation of the surrender of the forces 
on the road – that’s the Firelords and the members of the Lightning Division accompanying them 
who were sensible enough to see what way the wind was blowing. The rest of the Lightnings: what 
say you?” 

 
After a brief delay, a steely, slightly Germanic accented voice said “This is Haupt. All forces 

stand down. Repeat, all forces desist. We surrender.” 
 

*** 
 
Caman stood by the side of Juicy Lucy. He’d just finished inspecting the damage, both inside 

and out. He’d changed his coveralls to his spare set taken from the stowage as the ones he’d been 
wearing had become unbearable: the smell was getting past nose filter plugs and the viscous coating 
beginning to freeze. At that point, Arthur remembered why this was his back up set of coveralls: the 



heat pads below the waist were not working properly and so, as he stood in the snow, he was 
rapidly losing sensation in the legs as a bone deep chill set in. 

 
“Have you cleared your kit out Denise?” he asked of his comms specialist “They’ve said they 

are going to drag Lucy back and patch and refit, but that means a trip back to Alpha and I don’t trust 
the mechanics not to go through our shit and take what they want.” 

 
Astonishingly – to Caman at least – the field mechanics had assessed that, although his 

vehicle would need a plug weld on the front casting and its stress fractures sealed, it only required 
patches to the plenum, a new driving module and some engine components to be back in service. 
And a new driver, of course. 

 
“Yep Arthur, I’ve got everything I need. I’ve left some items in there because, to be honest, 

there’s only so much of Mike I’m prepared to wipe off of stuff that I really overly don’t need. Poor 
guy…” 

 
“It was quick, at least. That’s what I’ll be telling his sister, anyway.” 
 
“She knows the score, sarge – we all do. It’s not like she’s a civilian. She’s in Mehdi’s 

command team, after all.” 
 
“True,” said Caman. He looked up: “Who’s that coming?” 
 
Several figures were walking towards him. One was obviously ben Medhi: Caman could spot 

his distinctive limp from the injury that encouraged him to leave an infantry company like 
Waldstejn’s and take over an armoured outfit. With him was an upright man in black overalls and a 
cap and two of ben Medhi’s staff. One of whom, judging by her build, was a woman. 

 
“Caman – great work.” said his colonel “This is Oliver… umm Captain Oliver Haupt: Lightning 

Division. Like I said, good work: Oliver’s people were a tough nut to crack. I want to speak to you 
about your position, sergeant: I think you have the makings of a tanker who can handle more than a 
platoon. I’ll speak to you later. Anyway,” he turned to the Lightning Division officer “let me introduce 
you to Stack Mboko – a good man I’ve worked with him for years. It was his ground pounders that 
took out your crew cars…”. 

 
As ben Medhi led the black clad officer away one of his staffers remained behind and her 

eyes met Caman’s. 
 
“Arthur. Don’t give me and old nonsense. Mike: was it really quick?” 
 
“Yes Penny, it was instantaneous. Denise’ll back me up on this. He really won’t have known 

what hit him”. 
 
Horsa moved closer to sergeant Penny Winner and squeezed her hand.  
 
“When I go, I wanna go like your brother, Penny” she said. 
 
“That’s some comfort, I guess” the dark, petite woman replied. She paused for a moment 

and then – looking straight at Caman – she spoke again. 
 



“Arthur, the colonel’s gonna make you an officer. We lost David in charge of Orange – he’s 
not dead but he’s going to need a pair of prosthetic legs and that’ll take a while to set up and fit, so 
you’re the obvious choice. Juicy Lucy will be back in the field by the time we get off this cursed snow 
ball and you will need a driver. I’ve spoken to ben Mehdi and he’s agreed. He’s releasing me from his 
staff. You’re going to have another Winner in the driving seat”. 

 
“Do you think that’s a good idea, Penny?” Caman looked hard into the small woman’s eyes. 

“Sitting where your brother… you know… caught it?”. 
 
“Arthur, like we all just agreed, if you’re gonna go it’s best it happens in a heart beat, right?” 

said Penny. “Anyway, that’s not your real complaint is it? You just don’t want to run Lucy with two 
women on board!” 

 
Lieutenant Arthur Caman was temporarily speechless. 
 
Finally, he mumbled “Well if Haupt and his Lightning division have anything to teach us, a 

man has to know that when you’re beat you’re beat!” 
 



Hog’s Tooth 

“Now if you look… just here” Sergeant Green indicated with the tip of a plastic stylus “you 

can see where the incoming round splashed off of the coaming and vaporised iridium all over the… 

ah… well you can see where it hit Franklyn. She didn’t stand a chance, of course…”. 

Lieutenant Arthur Caman looked on puzzled and, simultaneously, scratched at the side of his 

face where the depilation cream was doing a poor job of controlling his beard growth.  

“You know, Terry, ballistics analysis isn’t really my area of expertise, to be honest. It’s not 

yours either, if the truth be told. Other than reminding me that I lost a good driver from the platoon 

or that identifying Franklyn from her dental records was a non-starter, what am I looking at here? 

What are you actually saying?” 

Terrance Green slid down the glacis of Honey Chile and used his boots to lock himself onto 

the steeper slope of the forward section of the plenum chamber on the 120 tonne tank destroyer. 

He pointed the stylus down between his legs. 

“See that, El-Tee? A full set of strip mines.” Green pointed to the 30cm long slabs of plastic, 

inset with knuckle sized cylinders made from grey tungsten that sat in rails all around the waist of 

the tank destroyer. The track ran, like a slender metal monorail, just below the main hull and set into 

the crease, right above the steel plenum skirt. Evidently, all of the blocks that should have been 

present were accounted for: the rail was full with nose-to-tail plastic rectangles. 

“Meaning…” Caman had stopped scratching the red area under his right ear and moved both 

his hands into his fatigue uniform pockets. With one fluid motion he also managed a two shouldered 

shrug “…what, exactly?” He finished the question with the best quizzical look he could muster, 

holding Green’s gaze with his own, but trumped it with a pair of raised eyebrows thrown in to add 

emphasis. Chow time was fast approaching and Arthur had eaten nothing since a breakfast ration 

tube. This was a conversation he was keen to draw to a conclusion as rapidly as possible. 

“Meaning, boss, that whoever fired at Franklyn was far enough away not to trip the defence 

system, for one”.  

Honey Chile – like all of the heavy L14 blowers in ben Medhi’s Legion – had an automatic 

defensive system fitted. When activated, the ‘booster’ – the tank’s internal AI system that assisted 

the vehicle commander – would trigger the explosive strips to destroy incoming buzzbombs and 

some shoulder launcher missiles when their trajectory was detected by the vehicle’s sensor suite. An 

inbound warhead approached that was deemed dangerous to the vehicle but had a velocity that was 

under the threshold of hypersonic, gave the ADS enough time to fire and shred the incoming missile 

with a cloud of tungsten pellets. A secondary – but no less important function – of the ADS was that 

it also worked effectively against infantry assault: when the combat became close, anyone with the 

reach to throw a satchel full of plastic explosives or a Molotov was also close enough to trigger the 

ADS and was promptly turned into chopped meat by the same shotgun on stilts. 

“Okay Green, I get it.” Caman said wearily. He was becoming annoyed because - as much as 

anything else - Green obviously couldn’t take a hint. “So the firer wasn’t at close range firing a 

powergun at Jenny Franklyn. And we can deduce that because I’m not standing in a puddle of 

hamburger meat. So who says she wasn’t hit by a stray round from a klick away. Hell, from five kays 

away. This is a two centimetre powergun, yeah?” Green nodded an afirmative. “So,” Caman 

continued, “it could have been a stray round from a tribarrel or from an infantry shoulder weapon. 



Seriously, we’re getting nowhere here, Terry: I’m going to grab some lunch before all the good stuff 

gets eaten and I’m left with more shitty rations…” 

Caman turned on his heel in the cold, slushy ground and headed towards a low series of 

plastic huts, half buried in the snow. To his disappointment, he could see that the line outside of the 

mess which, five minutes beforehand, had been twenty strong, had now vanished. That meant most 

– if not all - of the first serving already had their chow on their platters. And that meant all the good 

stuff had gone. He heard the shushing of steps in the snow next to him as Green, having jumped 

from his perch on the steel skirt, rushed to catch up. Keeping his hands in his coverall pockets, for 

warmth, Caman strode on towards the mess with a determined step. 

“I don’t think it’s a stray round, El-Tee, I really don’t. Nor a shot from a regular grunt…” 

Although pacing along side Caman, Green paused as if waiting for his commanding officer to ask how 

he had arrived at that series of conclusions. When Caman simply glanced sideways and carried on 

walking, Green continued, unabashed, scurrying after him. “Do you remember what happened to 

Donaldson at that ratfuck outside of Sacred Heart? He took one to the head. Took it clean off…” 

“For fucksakes, Terry, I’m walking to the chow hut. Do we have to talk about head shots and 

brains right now?” Caman carried on, now quickening his pace. 

“I think we do, yeah. Do you remember Erickson on the previous day? Another head shot. 

And Trin Gordon… what about her? Bending down to open that service panel in the plenum and she 

took a round to the top of her head that went through her commo helmet and though the entire 

length of her body and all that was left was a tube of…” 

“Shut up, sergeant. Shut the hell up. That’s an order. Do I make by self crystal, fucking 

clear?” Caman and his non-com had arrived at the metal grid that marked the entrance portal to the 

mess hut. Caman had turned and faced his sergeant to deliver his instruction. He simultaneously 

reached inside his coverall and reduced the heat level of his suit whilst stamping the loose snow 

from his boots on the aluminium mesh floor.  

“Terry, I’m going inside here now to try and get some brunch or lunch or… well anything, 

really.” Caman turned and unzipped his coverall as he ducked into the entranceway. He carried on 

talking over his shoulder as he entered the lobby. “I’m really hoping there’s some of that Gark stew 

left but, if not, I’ll take corn bread or… well anything else that isn’t a damn ration bar. But my big 

plan is to eat it and keep it down and not have to think about Trinity and what we found of her.”  

The pair entered the building together. It was a large, extruded plastic cabin with tables that 

folded up from the floor with benches that swung out from them to form seating. It was the sort of 

prefabricated structure that – when the Legion left Tribune – could be flat packed and shipped to 

their next contract with minimal set-up. It was brightly lit by panels in the roof and was full of 

troopers eating bowls of something hot and steaming. Caman walked towards the rail that marked 

the queuing area in front of the servery with Green still at his elbow.  

“Sergeant, think on this: I still have to write the damn report to her folks, you know, 

explaining how it was quick and how she didn’t suffer and how we buried her body at the battle 

ground where there’s a nice little cemetery or some such hog wash. I know two outa three ain’t bad 

but – right now – I don’t want to be reminded that what we had left of Trooper Gordon wouldn’t fill 

a bucket. I just wanna eat my bloody lunch.” 

Caman reached the servery. The man – undoubtedly a local support worker, judging by his 

facial tattoos and ear clipping – looked at him in a not unfriendly way but, before the Lieutenant 



could speak, he volunteered: “Garks’all gone, boss”. Caman’s face must have reacted with a tell that, 

had he been playing poker, would have just lost him the hand. “Awww, see we’ve got Sufflat, 

though,” he added with a concerned expression. “And they’re juicy – we’ve cooked ‘em with the 

heads on, see?”  

Caman held his hand up to block not only the man’s culinary suggestion but the view of the 

platter that the local had offered him over the counter top. Heads… no heads… it was all too much 

for him and the sight of grotesque creatures with both fins and what looked like tentacles was not 

quite the fine dining he’d anticipated. He looked the local in the eye, rather than take the chance of 

glancing down again at the proffered plate. 

“Ya got any cornbread, chief?” 

*** 

Later that day, Arthur Caman was sitting in his commander’s seat in Juicy Lucy. Winner, his 

driver, was laying on her back looking up at him in the wriggle tunnel that ran between her drive 

chair at the vehicle’s bow through to his control area. The tunnel was designed to be used as a 

means of escape if the driver couldn’t exit, for some reason, via the regular hatch, positioned right 

above their head. In those circumstances, a driver could tip back their seat and worm their way 

backwards at the best speed they could manage and maybe leave a damaged vehicle by his 

commander’s hatch. Assuming the commander had already vacated his spot. Or wasn’t a corpse, still 

strapped into his chair. The tunnel was not generous – hence the name. Wriggle is what you did: the 

average trooper practiced using the tube in training but the speed of egress was never faster than 

when the user was incentivised. Like when the driver’s compartment was full of flames or burning 

iridium. Caman had known some heftier drivers that, even in the more spacious L14 Tank destroyers, 

would forgo body armour - even the lighter tankers rig – just to be able to use the wriggle tunnel in 

an emergency. A trooper as slight as Penny Winner, however - and even in her clamshell - could 

negotiate the tube with relative ease. 

“Winner, I assume you’re not just laying there to admire my equipment?” The trooper did 

have a view straight at Caman’s crotch, should she so desire. Which, from what Arthur had observed 

of her predilections, she most definitely didn’t… 

“Yeah, you wish.” 

“You wish… sir.” Caman snapped back, but with a grin on his face. Winner smiled back, but 

continued her train of thought. 

“I was speaking to Terry Green today. He has this theory, yer know, about…” 

“Let me stop you right there, trooper,” said Caman, his face taking on a pained expression 

and making a sweeping motion with his hand, palm flat, between his own legs where she could 

clearly see it. Visions of Trinity Gordon’s body came immediately to mind, followed by the scaly body 

of a Sufflat that someone has left on their plate in the canteen having eaten just the head: the juicy 

part... A taste of corn bread and stomach acid fought its way up his oesophagus. “I know what you’re 

going to say.” 

“What, that Green thinks the Lightnings, or someone, have a sniper operating in the area?” 

The voice came not from between Caman’s legs but to his left from the command niche. Denise 

Horsa’s head appeared around the bulkhead, her face framed by her blond stubble, itself hidden, for 



the most part, under the commo rig that she wore whilst away from the front line and when 

donning the full helmet became just too uncomfortable or oppressive.  

“Yeah, that’s right, a sniper.” Said Caman “That’s Green’s big idea, yeah? Some guy with a 

two see em a couple of kilometres away. Can we all please bear in mind that – any further away – 

and the weapon wouldn’t have had the punch to scab off iridium like it did from a blower hull and 

wipe Franklyn’s face off. Are we all agreed on that?” Silent nods came from both Horsa and Winner. 

“And can we also agree that - any closer and he would undoubtedly have been detected before the 

fact? Or – after the events – he would have been recorded on the ay-eye logs? And you’ve checked 

them logs, I’m guessing Denise?” 

“Yessir,” replied his comms specialist, “and, before you ask, no: I’ve found no evidence on 

the booster logs of anyone firing a powergun as a single shot within eight kays of any of those 

incidents. I reckoned eight thousand metres is about the maximum range to achieve the effect we’ve 

seen, especially in that last incident, with the vaporising of that hull.” 

“But,” chimed in Denise from between Caman’s legs. “In two of the events there are no 

records of any firing whatsoever. So that’s no accidental discharges and no stray rounds from 

tribarrels. Sure eight kay is possible with a trained sniper and some very fancy optics and electronics 

but there’s… nothing. Technically a hit beyond that, virtually to the horizon, would be possible, but 

the power isn’t there in a two see em to do that to a hull.” 

“Since when did you become Daniel Boone?” 

“Who?” said Winner. 

“Read some bloody history, Penny.” Arthur Caman sighed and closed the top hatch of his 

fighting vehicle. “People,” we added, “this is all very interesting and I’m sure that it appeals to the 

amateur detective in us all, but we have a job to do. In one hour we are due to move out and we are 

leading the convoy to Guardston. We need to make sure Lucy is in top fighting form so… can we put 

a pin in this and get on with the tasks at hand? Winner, are those nacelles all in balance yet? And 

Horsa, have we got that route optimised and sent out to the rest of the troop?” 

“Working on it.” The two team members said in almost perfect unison, sounding a lot – in 

their higher registered voices - like choristers, which Caman found disquieting. It’d been a long time 

since Arthur had been in church. Caman slid sideways out of his seat, ducked his head to clear the 

low roof and slipped into the area behind his hydraulically lifted chair to check the ammunition and 

autoloading area. As much as anything else, it effectively ended any further discussion on snipers. He 

tapped his knuckles on the patch over the hole into the fusion generator compartment that Juicy 

Lucy had suffered in an engagement a standard month ago when she’d been penetrated by a 

railgun. The patch had been cold welded onto the metal beneath with a chemical bond but the 

bulkhead would be entirely replaced when the opportunity next presented itself. Assuming Lucy 

didn’t get vaporised in the mean time, along with her crew. Hopefully that’ll hold as long as it needs 

to, he thought. 

*** 

“Horsa, can you get to the front of the line? I said we’d swap out the lead with O’Patrick 

twenty minutes ago and I don’t want to leave a pair of bread vans at the head facing Christ knows 

what. Any minute now I expect to see Green Colleen parked up at the side of the road with Dan 

sitting on the roof with a grin on his face waiting for us to relieve him.” 



“I’m moving it as fast as I can, sir,” replied Caman’s driver over the intercom. He had 

swapped her with Winner to give the latter a break just two hours before hand. “I’m just terrified of 

pushing one of the jeeps or the vans into a snow drift as we go past. This ain’t my day job.” 

Caman looked at his route display in his helmet visor. He could see the four APCs – the 

‘bread vans’ - lumbering up the long but narrow path ahead of him as green dots on the pink path 

the AI indicated. The faster moving dots that darted between and around them were the smaller and 

more nimble air cushion jeeps. The vans each had a dozen or so infantry crammed into the rear 

compartment and, although they had vision ports on both sides of the vehicle, most of the 

occupants – if they were any paying attention at all – were probably keeping watch remotely via 

views projected onto their helmet visors. They could be ported down to the legionnaires from the 

sensors on their own APC or maybe even one of the other vehicles in the unit, depending on what 

they selected. Always assuming they were actually at the ready and not fast asleep… 

Caman’s opinion of the quality of infantry in ben Medhi’s Legion wasn’t as high as it might 

have been but that almost certainly reflected a bias that stemmed from him being a tanker through 

and through. In reality, all of the men serving under Hussein ben Medhi – infantry, tankers, officers 

and even support staff - were all seasoned veterans and none more so than the Colonel himself: ben 

Medhi had no truck with people that couldn’t hack the job. Anyone that didn’t cut it were issued 

their papers in double quick time. Always assuming that their own incompetence hadn’t already 

rendered a formal dismissal from the Legion unnecessary. Warfare in a mercenary company was – 

after all – an environment that didn’t tend to reward ineptitude, other than with a quick death. 

As Juicy Lucy passed the APCs, Caman tripped the large activation bar with his right knee and 

raised himself out of the commander’s hatch. With his cold weather protection pulled up around his 

face and neck he braced himself against the light snow and piercing wind that swirled around his 

vehicle to personally check the view, though he kept his helmet visor down. Any fool can be 

uncomfortable… In the low light he could see the occupants of the APCs pressed against the thick, 

armoured crystal-sapphire viewing ports, three of which were located along the vehicle’s side. Most 

ports revealed more than one face, staring intently backlit by the red glow of internal lighting. Oh 

well: glad they’re at least paying attention, thought Caman. He made a mental note to try not to be 

so judgemental of troopers, just because weren’t directly under his command. 

The next APC in line even had its rear exit ramp open slightly. A thin line of soft, red light 

spilled out rearwards from the crack, but it was open just enough to allow a trooper a view out of 

the rear of the vehicle. Caman could see a helmet and the barrel of a 2cm powergun silhouetted 

black above the top of the ramp lip. He must be standing on an ammo box or something to be high 

enough to see, he thought, as he noted that the rear roof turret was slowly circling, surveying the 

landscape and letting its twin powerguns track anything it could get a lock on. Birds probably. 

Assuming any can fly in this weather… Still, it did look like everyone in the APC was at high alert. I 

guess rumours of a sniper will get that kind of response from professionals…  

Up ahead, he could see two jeeps, one with a tribarrel and the other with the tube of an 

automatic mortar sticking up from the rear decking and both were crewed by troopers in full cold 

weather gear. The lead jeep, looked – from his two metre height and physique - like corporal 

Michaels was driving. Along with the Michaels and a gunner in the front seats, they had a passenger 

on the rear bench. The extra person they’d brought along for the ride was wearing what appeared to 

be a furry over parker made from some local animal hide – probably a Gark – and it gave an almost 

comedic look which belied the intensity with which he was applying himself to his job: he was 

holding a large auxiliary scan-controller by two handles, probably connected to a battery powered 



drone somewhere above the column, and he – or perhaps she (under all of the layered clothing it 

was very difficult to tell) – was giving the job their full attention. Green’s sniper theory was obviously 

gaining real traction. 

By way of conversation – and with a genuine interest on discovering who wuld brave the 

cold unnecessarily to run a scanner – Caman keyed his helmet to project his voice with amplification 

over the roar of both his own vehicle’s ducted fans plus the higher pitched howl of the intakes on 

the jeeps and the soft skirted APCs. 

“Seen anything yet trooper?” 

The figure looked up. The face was obscured by a cold weather gear mask and visor and the 

body shape was lost under a triple layer of heated suit, body armour and fur, but as soon as the 

reply came –keying the helmet in return – their identity became apparent. 

“Just our people in the column, sir, but if we get anything I’ll let you know over the 

command push.” said Sergeant Green. You’re just not going to let this go, are you? Thought Caman. 

At that point, he received two messages almost at once and the AI in his helmet tried to 

place them in separate ears so that he could listen to both. From inside his vehicle on the intercom, 

Winner - who was currently occupying Horsa’s position in the comms suite, where she had been 

relaxing, somewhat, after the intense drive at the start of the march – keyed here mike. “I’ve got 

something, chief. Looks like an ionisation trail from… ahh, I can’t get an exact fix. It’s certainly a very 

long way ahead – it’s difficult to see past the ground clutter and the hills... Almost certainly a 

powergun rather than a laser but it’s origin point is way past that next set of peaks you can see. I 

only really caught it because its busting through the snow that’s falling and leaving an obvious 

ionisation trail. Oh, and El-Tee – it’s freezing in here could you shut the…” 

The second message was over the push from Green outside in the jeep rather than the 

internal intercom: “Just lost contact with the drone, boss. Green out.” 

Horsa had managed to get Juicy Lucy to the front of the column where, although he hadn’t 

parked up as Caman had feared, Sergeant Dan O’Patrick was, like his commander, raised out from 

the hatch of his vehicle. O’Patrick’s tank destroyer was making good speed at the head of the 

column: the soft skirts of the APCs and jeeps were better suited the frozen powder drifts on Tribune 

in a way that the solid plenums of Juicy Lucy or Green Colleen tended to act like snow ploughs, 

having to use their fusion powered turbines and sheer mass to just push through drifts. O’Patrick’s 

driver Dallas was an experienced trooper and had been making good progress. 

“You’re relieved Dan shouted Caman using the helmet amplifier. “Get back to fifteenth in 

line behind the heavy mortars. We’ve got this one.” 

O’Patrick seemed genuinely pleased and his driver pulled off to one side and into the next 

convenient small clearing – perhaps a passing spot – to the edge of the narrow trail before starting 

to drop his command seat. Just as the sergeant’s head was about to disappear into the hull of his 

tank, there was a pale cyan flash and an expanding ball of red and white mist and what had been 

Dan O’Patrick’s head was now spread all over the snow covered glacis of his vehicle.  

Caman’s retinas had been saved by his automatically adjusting commo helmet visor but – 

veteran as he was – his shock was superseded by training and muscle memory. He banged the 

release bar and his seat shot down into the safety of Lucy’s belly. He keyed the communications on 



his helmet with his jaw movement as his hands flew over his control box with speed born of 

experience. 

“Team, we’ve definitely got Green’s sniper up ahead somewhere. O’Patrick’s bought it. 

Dallas, wait for the column to pass as far as Davies’ ambulance and we’ll at least get the rest of his 

body out of the hatch. Then take over command of Colleen until relieved.” Caman paused: Dallas 

didn’t have the experience to do that job in this situation – he was a good driver but not a tank 

commander. Not yet, anyway... “Michaels give up driving your jeep to Griffiths and get back to the 

Colleen and relieve Dallas ay-es-ay-pee. I want you in the command seat of Dan’s ride, as soon as 

they get the body out and let’s push on. Green: have you got any more drones?” 

“One more. I’ll send it up.” 

“Sir…” it was Michaels “can I at least wait until they hose down O’Patrick’s seat? It’s gonna 

be pretty shitty in there…” 

“I hear that Brian,” replied Caman, “but no: we just don’t have the time. Do what you can 

with a wet towel when you’re in there but let’s move like we have a purpose, people. There’s some 

bastard sniper out there and he’s good and I want him, and I want him before we lose anyone else. 

When we clear the next ridge and can get off this path, I want us spread into a broad sweeping 

formation.” Caman indicated the arrangement he needed on his command screen and received 

electronic confirmation from all of the vehicle commAnder’s in the platoon. “Let’s pick up speed, 

folks. That fucker ain’t gonna reveal himself: we’re gonna have to go up and dig him out.” 

The long column of vehicles – over forty strong - forced its way up the long, snow bound 

path Lieutenant Caman had indicated, spreading into four separate formations before they cleared 

the ridge above them. Over the flat snowy plains they could now speed up and push their way via 

slightly differing routes to Guardston, their ultimate destination. After all, he can’t get us all if we’re 

split up. Assuming there’s just the one sniper, that is… 

*** 

“Colonel, that’s affirmative: we’ve had two more casualties. O’Patrick took a head shot when 

he was at the front of the column and he was still unbuttoned. Before we could get into position, 

Francis lost an arm at the shoulder and we couldn’t save him: blood loss and shock.” Caman was 

staring into a holographic display that showed an immensely convincing, three-dimensional 

rendition of Colonel ben Medhi sitting in a command version of an APC. As Caman bent over to pick 

up the pieces of burnt carbon fibre from the floor in front of him, and, as his viewing angle changed, 

he looked up briefly and could see the internal roof of the command car at the Colonel’s end of the 

link up. Further into that visualization of a cabin he could clearly discern the head and shoulders of 

two of his Colonel’s communications operatives sitting at screens.  

“This is all that remains” said Caman, as he stood back up. “Of Green’s second – and last – 

recce drone. It’s not a heavy weight structure but – as you can see - it’s obviously been hit by a 

powergun.” He held it up in front of him so that the Colonel could clearly see the shattered debris, 

rotating some of the components, showing his commander the vaporised edges and burnt plastic. 

“Yeah, I get that Caman. Do you know where the are shots coming from?” ben Medhi had 

his left leg raised up on the seat in front of him, as he often did, to release some of the pain he 

suffered in it, but the grim expression on his face had little or nothing to do with his own physical 

condition. He’d now lost six troopers. 



“The best we can determine, sir, is that… well, we can say where they are not coming from.” 

“Great, only a whole ice planet to search – that shouldn’t take long!” 

“Sir, if I may…” Caman looked up and met his commander’s hard, brown eyes. “The weather 

is actually our friend here, for a change. We’ve worked out from triangulation and using the 

ionisation trails that the weapon leaves in the snowy conditions, plus what we got from Green’s two 

drones…” Caman, realising he was still holding the pieces, made a point of dropping the charred 

remains of the small craft onto the floor and wiping his hands on his coverals. “… well, adding all that 

up we’ve worked out that the shooter has to be in one of these settlements.” Caman keyed his 

commo helmet and the map he’d prepared appeared before the Colonel on his map table. 

 The Colonel studied his display. “Arthur, these are between twelve and eighteen kays away. 

Are you serious? By the prophet, even assuming someone could hit a target at that range, never 

mind get a head shot, are you telling me a two centimetre has enough power to vaporise iridium, 

like happened to Franklyn? At that range? Through snow?” 

“In on the side sir…” Sergeant Stack Mboko’s deep black face appeared suddenly to Caman’s 

left in what looked like an extension of the Colonel’s APC but – patently – was from the sergeant’s 

own vehicle. To Arthur – and just for a moment - the holograph looked as if he was talking with two 

men sitting side by side in some sort of a double width APC. Within seconds, however, the AI 

controlling the hologram separated the images so that they now seemed, to all three viewers, that 

they were individually sitting in three equally spaced capsules, each at 120 degrees apart from the 

others, all sitting around a map display but with an overlap that the AI attempted to extrapolate. It 

had some of the feel of three intersecting circles of a venn diagram.  

“Sir, that’s just not possible, is it?” said Mboko. “Through this weather? This guys gotta be 

closer than that, surely. Or maybe he ain’t using a powergun.” 

“S…” Caman almost said ‘sergeant’ but pulled himself up short. He knew better than to pull 

rank on Mboko: the sergeant had been serving with the Colonel right the way back to Beauty and 

Cecach before either had even joined the Legion, when they were both serving in Fasolini’s 

Company. Caman knew that Mboko had chosen to stay at three stripes, though he didn’t know why: 

there was evidently some private deal between Stack and the Colonel that none of the other non-

coms and officers wanted to discuss. In the mean time, Mboko carried a weight above his rank, in 

the Colonel’s eyes at least. 

“S…tack,” Caman corrected, “with the best will in the world, I don’t understand it either. But 

- take my word for it - it’s a powergun. It ain’t a laser, which’d do just as badly in these blizzards 

anyway. Oh… and it ain’t a main tank gun or we wouldn’t be hosing out the seats in Green Colleen 

because she probably wouldn’t exist. And it isn’t any form of slug thrower. No way. It’s a small 

calibre, infantry powergun with, I’m guessing, some phenomenal sights on it, standing off at the 

visibility horizon and equipped with an application of physics that I just don’t understand. I agree, 

Mboko – it doesn’t make sense.”  

“Okay – let’s take all that as a given.” said ben Medhi. “What’s your plan, Lieutenant?” 

“Well, first off I’ve brought my column to a halt under the lee of that ice shelf, there.” 

Caman made a sweeping motion in mid air, almost like a slow tai chee movement but corresponding 

to a map he had projected into his own visor at twenty percent. An identical line appeared on the 

terrain map that both he and ben Medhi were looking at and that Mboko could probably see if he 

wanted to. “I’ve brought all of the jeeps back under my control and I’m splitting them between 



those settlements I’ve just indicated as all but one of them are impossible to get a heavier vehicle up 

to, so the blowers are out – even the bread vans are. I’ll be leading one of the jeep teams myself.” 

“Impressive, Arthur, but I’d rather not add you to my casualty list.” Ben Medhi swung his leg 

down from the seat and stood to pick up something from a cubby-hole above his head. “If you see 

this list of…” 

Ben Medhi’s next words were cut short by a huge cyan flash and his image disappeared 

momentarily from Caman’s view. For one moment, Caman thought that his Colonel had been shot, 

that the sniper had struck again but as he looked up from the ground where he had thrown himself, 

he could see ben Medhi’s holograph still standing and looking down at him with a puzzled 

expression, with Mboko to one side and – behind them – the smoking remains of the roof feed pipe 

and pintle mount of the tribarrel on the roof of Juicy Lucy.  

“What was that, Caman?” said his commanding officer. “Was that him?” 

“We obviously haven’t shut down all of the sight lines for this bastard sniper, sir. But he’s 

not infallible. As you stood up you’d evidently appeared to be tall enough to clear the obstructions 

and he obviously saw your head – your hologram head, sir – and took the shot, thinking you were 

actually present. If you’d been talking to me in person, and if you’d been maybe standing in the back 

of a jeep or something to raise you up high enough, he’d have taken the shot and that would have 

been you as the seventh name on that list. As it is we were lucky: I just need to replace the 

tribarrel… again.” 

“Thank the prophet for holograms, eh Arthur?” ben Medhi grinned. “Go get him Lieutenant. 

That’s an order. Ben Medhi out.”  

*** 

“Can you get a move on, Winner?” 

“Sir, these are some very rough paths, you know. Fucking Gark tracks… no better than that. 

Either that or the locals have been using those bloody worm drive trucks on them and they’ve torn 

the ground up something rotten. If I push this little hockey puck too hard, we’re all gonna wind up at 

the bottom of that ravine down there.” Penny Winner tipped her head briefly to the left to indicate 

the almost sheer drop to the valley floor. She was right, of course Caman admitted to himself. If she 

loses her concentration, all four of us would hit that huge snowdrift three hundred metres below and 

I’ll bet that – underneath that soft looking snow – there’s rocks and boulders the size of a blower. 

We’d be fucked. 

“Sorry, you’re right, Penny. Proceed at the best speed you can but keep that safety margin 

intact. Ignore me.”  

Winner glanced over her shoulder at her Lieutenant sitting on the right in the jeep’s back 

seat. “I certainly will, sir!” 

Caman checked his visor display. Sergeant Green was in the jeep behind and between them 

they had six other Legionaries including his driver. Green’s jeep was keeping pace around one-

hundred-fifty metres behind and Carmichael, its driver was doing a good job of keeping up with 

Winner. Although used to heavier vehicles like Juicy Lucy and the air cushion APC’s she rotated from, 

Penny Winner was as assertive a driver as her late brother had been. Assertive as greased weasel 

piss thought Caman. She was certainly as fast. 



At a little over four thousand metres, according to his visor display, Caman waved his right 

arm from the side of the jeep and tapped Winner on the shoulder with his left hand: the agreed 

silent signal to stop. Normally, the higher paid - and better equipped - mercenary forces like the 

Legion wouldn’t ever concern themselves that their communications might be intercepted or 

monitored but – after the incident with the shot at the holoscreen – Caman simply wasn’t prepared 

to take any chances that he didn’t have to and had instigated a transmission silence from his team. 

Two of the settlements from the four had already been thoroughly searched and – except for some 

very disgruntled Tribune civilians with the odd, slug throwing hunting rifle – nothing of consequence 

had been discovered, even with metal detectors set for iridium to pick up the barrel of what must 

surely be a powergun. Caman had been sent messages to confirm this from the other jeep teams but 

– as agreed – had not acknowledged receipt of the information. He could receive but he wasn’t 

transmitting. 

Six troopers leaped over the shallow saucer sides of the jeeps leaving only a gunner in each 

to grasp the spade grips of the two tribarrels. He noticed, from the corner of his eye, that Winner 

had slid over from the driver seat to crew the pintel weapon while Connelly – nominally the actual 

gunner in the jeep – stepped out to form up with the Legionaries on foot. Not surprising, I guess: 

Winner has precious few grunt skills, that’s for sure. At least not yet, anyway...  

Caman held up two fingers and swept left. He swapped hands and did the same thing, 

sweeping right. Primitive stuff, he thought as he tapped Green on the shoulder to indicate that he 

should follow his own lead and – with that – Caman began to move forward the one hundred metres 

between his position and the low cabins set into the permafrost and snow. He moved in short runs, 

in ten metre dashes from cover to cover, pausing between bursts so that Green could leapfrog past 

him, one always covering the other: while one moved, the other kept his grey powergun at his 

shoulder, scanning the bleak, white terrain through its holographic sight but always concentrating 

his greatest attention on the cabins. 

Caman checked the bottom corner of his commo helmet visor. A display counted down 

numbers – a time signature he had set before they deployed from the jeeps – and, with just seconds 

to go, he and Green made quickly for the entrance lobby, moving like wraiths in their white speckled 

coveralls and equipment. As the time displayed on his visor reached ‘zero:zero’, he kicked open the 

doorway of the main cabin and held his weapon at chest height while Green kneeled on the opposite 

corner and did much the same thing an arms length away and below him. At that point, having – in a 

fraction of a second – he took in the view through the now open door. What he was presented with 

appeared to be an extended family sitting down around a long plastic table to eat an evening meal. 

Within a second or so, as the family looked up, the rear door to the cabin flew open and he saw 

Mawhinney and Croxell in mirror images of the high/low poses he and Green were adopting. Before 

he’d even had a chance to announce his intentions, the small domed transparent roof-light was 

shattered, probably by the butt of a powergun, and two more powerguns – one of them Connelly’s – 

were jammed in through the ragged hole.  

“Nobody move a bloody muscle, not if you want to live!” Caman shouted.  

*** 

Sitting across from the table from Arthur Caman were six adults: four men and two women. 

From their dress and tattoos, all were natives of Tribune and all appeared to be what they claimed: a 

family unit of Gark herders, eking out a poor existence up on the highland plateaux and earning just 

enough from the animal by-products and Ambergris – the immensely expensive (and hard to 



synthesise) fatty deposit secreted by a dark gland buried deep in a Gark’s chest cavity – that they 

could keep their family, maintain their worm-drive snow trucks and live out some form of a life that 

they found either desirable or acceptable. 

But one of them – at least – was lying. While Connelly had thrown a tarp over the broken 

roof light, Green had used the metal detector and swept the whole complex four times before he 

found what they’d all suspected was here. Hidden within one of the two long, screw-threaded, 

motive units of the worm drive tractor parked outside the second hut and buried in the snow, 

behind a maintenance hatch, in the helical tube was a flat black case that registered iridium. A lot of 

it. 

Green had pulled the case into the cabin and laid it on the table. Before he opened it, Caman 

asked the people sitting around the table if they knew what was in the box.  

“You all have one chance at this…” he said as he met their gazes one at a time. 

Silence. Every single person in the ‘family’ group denied knowing the contents. Caman even 

sent Croxell into the other room where two teenage girls were minding six smaller children. She 

pulled both of the teenagers into the main room while simultaneously keeping a careful eye on the 

smaller offspring in the rear area. By jamming her foot in the door way and wedging it open she 

could just manage both tasks at once. Although she didn’t directly threaten the two teenagers with 

her firearm, she had it combat slung across her chest as she stood behind them, a hand placed on 

each of their shoulders. Even with Croxell’s hard, iridium powergun jammed up against their backs, 

in tears they denied any knowledge of what was in the hard, plastic case. Caman tipped his chin back 

and looked past Croxell and she correctly interpreted his order and thrust the two crying girls back 

into the room, pulled the door to, and slid home a steel bolt so that the door couldn’t be opened 

from the inside. It also minimised the sound of sobbing. 

“Right then, back to the adults. Since none of you are going to relieve me of the suspense 

and since I’m just itching to know… oh and since the locks don’t respond to any of our thumb-prints 

– yours or mine – Sergeant Green, here, is going to bust the locks off and we’ll see what we have 

inside, eh? Who knows…” added Caman with a smile, “perhaps one of you is collecting scrap iridium 

to take down to market and barter…” 

Green pulled a synthetic diamond knife blade from a boot top and positioned the tanto 

blade tip like a chisel over one of the locks. He then removed his back up pistol – a non-issue 

flechette weapon he’d picked up on a previous campaign, but not one he overly cared about – 

stripped out the magazine, cleared the chamber and then used the pistol grip as a makeshift 

hammer. The diamond edge sliced through the carbon fibre clasps with minimal effort. He might 

have been able to prise the locks with the blade on it’s own: it was an immensely strong blade but – 

if synthetic diamond was ever going to break or chip an edge – it was going to be when it was used 

as a pry-bar. Stabbing and chiselling actions – even assisted by a makeshift hammer - suited the 

blade type far better than twisting and flexing and – anyway – Green cared far more about his issue 

knife blade than he did a back up pistol that he’d taken from a dead man. The flechette pistol was 

expendable. 

Both lock clasps succumbed in quick order and Green withdrew and sheathed his knife in his 

boot after reloading the pistol, which he stuffed back into the cargo pocket he’d taken it from. 

Caman slung his powergun and then used both hands to open the one metre wide box. He lifted the 

lid, pulled away a soft cloth and there, in front of him, were three things. One was obviously a piece 

of highly impressive sighting equipment, complete with a rail mount and a separate head visor for 



the wearer. Another was what appeared to be a smaller box made of light, clear plastic inside of 

which he could see what looked like tubes of powergun wafers. But – in the middle of the box – was 

the biggest powergun shoulder weapon Arthur Caman had ever seen. 

Mawhinney reached past Caman and pulled out the plastic ammunition box. He opened the 

clamshell design, took out a tube and slid out the top wafer.  

“Fuck me, what’s the calibre of that, El-Tee?” Mawhinney held up one of the copper matrix 

plastic disks in his hand, catching the glints from its edge in the light given off buy the ceiling panels 

as a collector - or some assessor in a pawnshop - might do with a valuable coin to check its worth. 

Caman pulled the weapon from its foamed plastic cradle within which it had sat, safely, 

boxed and ready to be turned onto a target. Or, in this case, onto one of his own people. He 

examined the unusually long – and commensurately heavy – iridium barrel: it was at least twice the 

length of the stubby barrel on the weapon he himself carried. It was fluted longitudinally for cooling 

with some sort of shroud on the business end – a flash hider, perhaps. But – by the breech – it had, 

stamped or engraved into the grey metal: “Heuvelmans”.  

“That, ladies and gentlemen…” said Caman, casting his eyes around the room, “is a 

Heuvelmans three centimetre sniper rifle, all the way from Terra. I’ve been around, here and there, 

but I’ve never, ever seen one of these in the metal. To be honest, I didn’t even know if such a thing 

had ever been deployed in the field.” 

“Damn, sir,” said one of the other troopers – Denton, possibly, though it wasn’t a face 

Caman immediately recognised. “No wonder they shot our people at twenty kay: just look at the size 

of the bloody thing!” 

“Okay, you have one last chance.” Caman replaced the weapon in its protective cocoon and 

shut the lid. “Who’s going to tell me about the gun?” 

No one moved. No one said anything. One of the two women present began sobbing but the 

man next to her moved to hug her, putting his heavily tattooed arm across her heaving shoulders. All 

of the family’s eyes were on Arthur Caman. 

“Right, well we’ll do this the hard way, then. Everyone up...” he unslung his own shoulder 

weapon and raised in his right hand like a huge pistol while pointed with his left hand to the main 

doorway, “…and everyone file outside. Now.”  

The family members stood and walked towards the entrance lobby. The oldest of the group, 

obviously the head of the family, reached up to the hooks that flanked the doorway where the 

resident’s cold weather suits were hanging, empty and flaccid like skinned creatures. Mostly the 

suits were indeed just that: made from tailored Gark fur. But two, at least, were sophisticated, 

electrically heated suits. 

“What are you doing?” said Caman. 

“It is twenty below outside… we to venture to the snow we must dress first, yessir?” said the 

old man, his eyebrows raised. His puzzled expression had helped Caman discern that what the older 

man had offered was a rhetorical question, which had been hard to glean from speech alone 

because of his thick accent. 

“Nope – no coats, no heaters. Just get outside now. The colder you are the quicker this’ll 

go.”  



At that direction from his lieutenant, Green backed up the words with action: he raised his 

weapon to his shoulder and aimed at what appeared to be the youngest of the group, a man of 

perhaps twenty. “You heard the man: outside now. Chop chop!” he added, with emphatic nodding 

head movements. 

The main door was opened and the six residents filed out, flanked by the six legionnaires. 

Outside of the cabin, in the snow and half-light, standing in brown and grey mush in their boots and 

coveralls, Caman and his men looked at their captives shivering in their indoor shirtsleeves and 

blouses. One of the women was even wearing light slippers. All were – after only twenty seconds – 

shaking uncontrollably. 

“You want to talk yet?” said Caman. He actually used the amplifier on his comm. Helmet to 

boost his voice, somewhat for effect but also to overcome the sound of chattering teeth and the 

stiff, whistling wind that swirled the snow flakes around them. 

“We haff nothing to say, you know.” said the eldest man. 

“Yess – Daniel is right: we know nothing about that weapon in zair.” said the women who 

had previously been sobbing as she hugged the man who had shown her attention in the cabin. This 

time the contact was for both moral support and warmth. “Please juzz let us go inside!” 

“People I can stand here all day long – I’ve got a heated suit – but, frankly, I haven’t the time. 

Green? Walk down the line of these fine people and start taking their shirts and blouses off. Start 

with the young woman on the end and work your way along to the old boy, Daniel, is it?” 

“Righto, sir,” said Green. “Okay then mam. Shirt off. Now!” Green pointed to the first of the 

women with his powergun. She turned, shocked, to the man standing next to her, and looked on in 

horror.” 

“You cannot be zerious. I’ll die!”  

“I am deadly fucking serious,” said Green. “Take the shirt off or I’ll cut it off.” To emphasise 

his point, Green reached down and, again, removed the wicked looking, terrifyingly sharp diamond 

bladed knife from his boot and held it in his right hand. The woman’s expression changed to one of 

abject terror as she suddenly visualised her clothing being removed and that blade cutting her skin 

to shreds. She pulled her light shirt over her head and stood freezing but proud, naked from the 

waste up except for a wealth of tattoos over her back, stomach and breasts. Her breath exhaled in 

frozen clouds but she immediately started to cough on her next inhalation. 

“Next.” said Green, turning to the man adjacent to his first victim. That man began 

resignedly removing his shirt just as the first woman collapsed to her knees in the snow, shivering 

uncontrollably. “Next!” 

“Any time anyone wants to talk we can stop all of this.” interjected Caman. 

“You are monzters!” said the woman who had been clutching one of the men. “Monzters to 

torture uzz like this!” Green sliced through the straps that held her light clothing over her shoulders 

and – as it was now wet from snow that had melted from what remained of her body heat – it fell 

quickly around her waist like an apron.  

As Green moved in front of him, the middle-aged man standing next to Daniel, the chief – 

the second to last in line - had removed his light jacket. He held it in one hand and Caman saw that 

he carried a large hunting knife in a sheath at his belt that had been hidden by the jacket tails. 



Nothing wrong with that, as such, thought Caman. Mind you Mawhinney shouldn’t have missed it 

earlier when he searched them. If we ever get out of this, I’ll make sure I mention it to him… 

“What’s that?” Green was pointing to a disk that the now partially naked man with the 

hunting knife had on a chain around his neck. It was about two centimetres across and plain, silvery 

metal. 

“Just a good luck charm.” said the man. “Nothing valuable.” It sat on his pale chest, 

reflecting the slight yellow glow that Green had set the built in light on his commo helmet to emit, to 

aid him in searching the prisoners in the dusk. Caman noticed that Green had also raised his visor to 

carry out the search and wondered why, since using light enhancement on the visor was what he 

himself had selected. Probably so he can intimidate the poor bastards with that evil grin he’s pulling, 

he thought. He also noticed that the shirtless man with the knife and the medallion was the only one 

of the people exposed so far that sported no tattoos save those on his lower arms. “It’s not worth 

anything. Only sentimental v-value.” He repeated, shivering more obviously. 

Green pulled if from the man’s neck, roughly snapping the chain that had held it. As a soldier 

capable of prying a trophy pistol from a corpse’s blackened and burnt fingers, he wasn’t overly 

worried about stripping a necklace from an uncooperative prisoner. 

“Might be worth something to me, pal.” he said as he rubbed the metal circle between his 

gloved fingers. To his astonishment, the disk popped open, like a locket might. Green looked down 

at the charm but, to his obvious surprise, it didn’t contain either an image of a loved one or of a saint 

or martyr. Inside the metal, butterfly hinged case was a plastic disk. Green looked up into the eyes of 

his shivering captive. 

“Why are you carrying a single, two see em powergun round for good luck around your neck, 

fella?” questioned Green. 

At this point, and with quite astonishing speed considering his dress and the ambient 

temperature, the local man managed to swing the hunting knife, which he had clandestinely 

extracted from it’s sheath during his interrogation, and swung it straight at Sergeant Green’s throat. 

Green stumbled back from what would probably be a decapitation blow and – as he fell – managed 

to get his own knife blade up high enough to try for a parry but – to Green’s amazement – the 

diamond shattered when the monocrystal steel of the hunting knife clashed against it. But his 

reactions and the diamond bayonet had saved his life.  

With just two bounds the man was already at the door of the worm drive truck before any of 

Caman’s legionnaires one could raise a weapon, though where the escapee thought he was heading 

wasn’t clear, unless he had another weapon stashed. Startled from their complacency, all five 

troopers other than Green - who was writhing on his back in the snow, his hands to his throat from 

where he was bleeding profusely - swung their weapons into their bulky, gloved hands. Before they 

could fire a short spurt – like the sound of tearing burlap – resonated across the snowy tableau.  

The old man – Daniel – was laying on top of Green. He held in his hand the flechette pistol 

he had obviously extracted from the sergeant’s cargo pocket and with one, swift action, he had 

swung the pistol level and emptied the magazine into the back of the fleeing. Target. The old man 

had walked the rounds up his victim’s back and what started off looking like a series of small stitch 

marks from the rear had – evidently – produced a far more dramatic effect on the far side of his 

target’s body as, suddenly, the side of the truck he had been heading for was bright red and wet 

rather than the high visibility yellow of the rest of the vehicle. The remains of the man sank to what 



was left of his knees and collapsed into the snow. As he fell he turned. His entire front – from his 

calves up to his head – was a churning mass of blood and flesh that looked like it had been ripped 

open by a chainsaw. 

The man dropped the pistol at Caman’s knees. “My brother in law said he was his nephew. 

He has only been here s-six days. I said I’d look after him. Family…” he added as he sank shivering to 

the ground. “I had no… idea…” Before he could say any more he passed out. 

“Get this lot back inside,” said Caman. “No point killing the bloody lot of ‘em!” 

*** 

“He’s in the room at the end, Lieutenant.” The orderly signalled direction with the pad 

stylus. He had been looking up information on Sergeant Terrance Green for Arthur Caman for several 

minutes before locating him. “Sorry about that: he’s been moved a couple of times and we’re not 

exactly on a break here. Been a busy week.” 

“Sure. I can see that you’ve been snowed under.”  

The orderly looked up at Caman. “Nice. With the humour. Good one…” His expression 

suggested that he didn’t actually appreciate the levity. 

“Well, ya gotta laugh, eh?” Caman said over his shoulder as he set off to walk the 100 

metres along the well-lit corridor of the hospital block towards the room the orderly had indicated. 

He entered without knocking. Green was lying on the bed, apparently asleep. He had a collar around 

his throat and what appeared to be a metal eye patch. 

 “How are you doing, Terry?” Caman sat himself down on the end of the bed. His sergeant 

stirred and opened his uncovered eye. 

“Oh, not bad, El-Tee. Sorry – must have dozed off.” He sat up carefully. “The eye will be okay 

now they’ve got all of the splinters out – tricky things, diamond fragments: hard to find apparently. 

And this collar…” he tapped the device which, on closer examination, Caman could see was some 

sort of automated prosthesis “… this is stitching my wounds back together. Not the big stuff: the 

surgeon and the auto-doc managed that as soon as they got me back. It’s the nerve damage they’re 

trying to repair. As you can hear from my voice, they haven’t got it all straight yet.” 

Caman could tell that Green’s voice was definitely different: deeper and quieter, certainly. 

More rasping. 

“I should be okay by the end of the week – I’ll be back to shouting at the troops in ten days, 

don’t you worry! Still…” he added, “…that’s what you get when you try to block a blade like the thing 

he was carrying with a diamond pig sticker!” 

“I’m just impressed you managed to block him at all,” said Caman, “he was quick, but you 

were at least as quick – or quicker. What gave him away? It wasn’t just the knife, surely? Or the lack 

of body art?” 

“No, boss, it was the Hog’s Tooth.” 

“The what?” asked Caman. 

“I did some training as a sniper, back in the day. Wasn’t good enough, to be honest… I didn’t 

have the right… let’s call it outlook. Anyway, what I did learn was some of the mindset. A sniper – as 



a right of passage – would often take a round from the weapon of the first enemy sniper he’d killed 

and wear it as a keepsake, a charm, usually around his neck. It was a traditional thing and showed 

his experience - and bragging rights – to those that knew. I guess if you were using a slug or some 

similar projectile like they used to… well it looks a bit like a pig’s canine tooth, I guess, so the name’s 

appropriate, maybe. Anyway, this guy obviously shot an opposing sniper at some point in the past 

and his target was using a two see em powergun… so that’s what he had hanging around his neck. 

For good luck.” 

“And you spotted all that in a second?” said Caman. “Like I said – fast work.” 

“Yeah. Mind you if I’d been faster, I wouldn’t be laying here having my throat sown up. And 

if I’d been smarter, I’d have spotted the knife before he whipped it out.” 

“Don’t beat yourself up, Terry: that last bit was Mawhinney’s detail. Get well and I’ll see you 

in a few days.” Caman stood up from the bed and turned to leave. “Anyway,” he added, “that charm 

was good luck. For you, anyway.” 

 “One other thing, chief.” Added Green as Caman was leaving. “That guy definitely wasn’t a 

local. He was a hired gun, and I’d love to know who paid him. Probably the Colonel’s new best friend 

Captain Oliver Haupt of the Lightning Division.” 

“Well I’m speaking to the boss this afternoon, Sergeant, and I’ll be putting that very point to 

him. Who knows,” he added over his shoulder as he exited the room “perhaps the Lightnings haven’t 

quite surrendered as much as we thought they had. Can’t wait till the Bonding Authority get their 

heads around that one…” 



Third time Lucky 

“What are we actually waiting for here?”.  

Lieutenant Arthur Caman was leaning out of the hatch at the top deck of Juicy Lucy, his M12 

tank destroyer. The low-slung AFV’s systems were humming with activity but the lift fans were 

barely spinning. howThe fans still made enough noise that – without the comms helmets – neither 

Caman or Captain Roberts, to whom he was talking, could have heard each other speak even though 

they were only a few feet apart and facing each other. Although Arthur Caman could see Roberts’ 

lips moving, his words appeared in the Tankers ear via his own helmet speaker. 

“Arthur – you know what we are waiting for. Now that the Lightning Division have 

withdrawn and stood down...” 

“Apart from that detachment that don’t read their mail and opened up on us yesterday: you 

know – where we lost Garcia...” interrupted Winner – Juicy Lucy’s driver, who had stuck her head 

out of her own hatch to interject.  

“Penny, don’t interrupt the Captain!” said Caman. “Continue... sir!” 

“As I was saying...” Roberts sighed as he ploughed on with is briefing, “now that all of the 

remaining living elements of the Lightning Division have surrendered to the Authority, we are simply 

checking that the Firelords aren’t the only opponents we’re left facing.” 

The Firelords were a less experienced – and less effective – mercenary company than the 

ben Medhi’s Legion or even the Lightning Division, although they had taken delivery of some new 

vehicles while on station on Tribune 4: these had been paid for by the contract they held with their 

employers – the self appointed Federal Government. In the past the Firelords had operated large 8 

by 8 armoured vehicles fitted with both multiple gun systems and MLRS launchers but they were 

taking delivery of another shipment of equipment that ben Medhi’s people had not been able to 

intercept (certainly not legally) and it was rumoured that they had some upgraded kit. The legions 

intelligence team feared that they may also have had some support from other mercenary forces to 

replace the Lightnings... 

“We are simply making sure that – as we move into the attack on the spaceport at 

Guardston – we know what we are up against. Arthur... it’s just prudent.” 

“I understand sir,” said Caman. “We are just sick of being stuck on a hill on a reverse slope in 

a static column in what looks like an ambush waiting to happen. Can we at least disperse 

Benjamin?”. 

“Yes,” replied Captain Roberts. “Get your team under cover at least and await the orders for 

the push. Get some chow and some shut eye!” 

“You heard the man,” said Caman. “Put out the word Horsa. And Winner, take us over to 

those trees and let’s break out the cammo nets.” 

Denise Horsa was Caman ’s Comms Officer: she sat in the spare area in Juicy Lucy that, on 

standard line tank destroyers, was occupied by spare ammo. Horsa sent out Caman ’s orders to the 

other TDs in the detachment while Arthur reached over to the rolled up sheet which was bundled on 

the top deck behind his hatch. As Penny Winner delicately floated Lucy over powdered snow into a 



clump of trees behind an ice cliff, the rest of the TDs did the same, while Roberts clambered back 

inside a heavy recce vehicle and slipped over to the next detachment to pass the word on. 

That’s interesting, thought Caman : he’s not using long distance comms to give orders. I 

wonder if they are really expecting some heavy hitters to actually put in an appearance: maybe an 

outfit with the sort of comms gear that’d pick up those communications and decrypt them? 

While he was unrolling and – with Winner’s help – deploying the film of camouflage plastic 

that covered the bulk of Juicy Lucy and imitated the ground in all visible spectrums – Caman made a 

note to use the comms net to say as little as possible. Having said that, he pondered, if they’re that 

good what’s the point in a camo net? And in this environment, you could achieve much the same 

with a big white sheet. Right after I send messages to the rest of the team using carrier pigeons and 

flags... 

* * * 

Late in the night of Tribune’s standard twenty-nine hour day – and before it’s nine hours of 

daylight at this time of year – Caman was awakened by a howling. He was in a hammock slung 

beneath the gun breech in Juicy Lucy’s front right section and had divested himself of all electronics 

except the bone conducting speaker mike that replaced his rear, right lower molar, however the 

howling was coming from the Booster’s warning siren at his command chair. Before he had even 

grabbed his boots, he forced his comms helmet down on his head and yelled “LINK-UP” which 

enabled the connection for the helmet and the tank destroyer’s AI system. Flipping down the visor 

he was presented with a schematic map of the area that was covered in coloured markers. Some in 

green were for his own local tank destroyers in his detachment. Others – in red and orange – marked 

definite and probably enemy targets moving towards them. They seemed to be both along the forest 

road to the right of them – the one that should have been guarded by Mboko’s infantry – and above 

them on the ice cliff. 

“This is Blue Oh-One: to your guns! We have company. “ shouted Caman into his 

microphone after having hit the unit push. Screw being discrete and cryptic... 

A huge explosion rocked Caman ’s fighting compartment just as Winner started to lift Lucy’s 

skirts from the snow. Without instruction, Winner had begun to turn the Lucy – with its limited 

traverse main gun – to the right to face the on coming, ground level threat. The AFV shuddered and 

jolted sideways almost a metre as the M12 nearest to Juicy Lucy on Caman ’s left – which had been 

Lucky 7 – ceased to exist in a spectacular ball of flame and cyan.  

“Booster – where’s that incoming from?” asked Caman in a direct question to the AI system. 

Denise Horsa cut in and displayed on his visor as Caman was getting into his command seat: “Above 

on the cliff top, chief. Booster guesses infantry on bikes with some good buzzbombs and hypersonic 

shoulder weapons. Meddings in Seven took it through the roof. Judging from signs it looks like 

they’re all dead”. 

“This is Blue Oh-One,” said Caman without answering his comms officer directly. “I want us 

all to pull out right – drive through the camo and hope it doesn’t get caught over the intakes – and 

rake the cliff top. Let’s keep their heads well down!” 

The main weapon on an M12 tank destroyer has limited traverse but better elevation. 

However it’s 20cm gun cannot raise above around 30 degrees and the height of the ice cliff and their 

proximity to it meant that they were curre4ntly still too close to hit the top. But that’s why we have 

secondary’s... Thought Caman. 



Arthur – now fully seated in his command and gunners chair – could see a wide panorama of 

the scene synthesised from available light and with many of the trees ghosted out so that he could 

observe his team’s actions. He could see six tank destroyers, two dragging cammo nets but all 

moving rapidly. All had their 2cm tribarrels aimed at the ice cliff top and were literally hosing it with 

cyan fire. On top of that barrage of fire, he could see Rossi in Zeus – the last TD of the group – and 

his vehicles was which was moving backwards to keep the stronger frontal armour towards the cliff 

top. A fine idea but – to Caman ’s astonishment – he noticed that Rossi was also standing in the 

hatch of Zeus, behind the spewing tribarrel. That weapon – driven by the AI – was already lashing 

the cliff top in a sensor driven pattern, but Rossi was attempting to increase the inflicted carnage by 

aiming a shoulder launched, hypersonic missile at targets of opportunity as they presented 

themselves in his visor. As Rossi exhausted one multi-barrelled launcher and reached to his rear deck 

for another, his commanding officer had to admit that he seemed to be succeeding. 

I hope he pulls it off thought Caman as he concentrated on moving towards the threat 

ahead. If nothing else it’ll keep their heads down... 

“This is Blue Oh-One to Red One...” began Caman. 

“This is Mboko cutting in... we lost Roberts”. 

Fuck. 

“Stack, I think we can deduce – from what our Booster is telling us – that the electronic 

smarts are coming from Ander’s legion. They’ll have drones and all sorts of shit following us but I 

think we’ve taken out their infantry. Or at least made them think twice about another sneak attack”. 

Caman noted that all of the cliff top orange carets on his display were now gone. Nice work Rossi... 

“Have had any news on what’s coming to our map right” We are currently advancing towards it and 

I’d kinda like to know in advance...” 

“Some of the new up-armoured eight wheelers from the Firelords” 

“What they got for punch?” 

“We’re too close in for the rocket launchers they run, and the trees are our friend there as 

well. Intelligence suggests that it’s mostly big rail guns and smaller fast firing stuff plus some big anti-

tank missiles.” 

Oh Joy, thought Caman. 

“Right Blue Oh-One to Red One – we will advance on their position.” Caman switched 

channels on his comms “All Blue units: check your displays...” Using his finger tip, Caman was 

drawing a line on his screen to be shared with his unit. “Follow this approach and watch out for eight 

wheelers with missiles and railguns. Out.” And hopefully that’s all... 

*** 

As Juicy Lucy emerged from a narrow gorge at the edge of a snow laden pine forest, the 

opposition struck. Further to the vehicles right Burke, commanding Wasting Time, reported 

movement to his front although Caman could see nothing on his screen. 

“Horsa, can you see anything up ahead of us now?” Caman shouted at his Comms officer. 

“Are you picking anything up from the sensors on the rest of the team? We’re blind here...” 



“I’ve nothing chief – either they ain’t there or they are very well masked. Hey wait – if I 

change the parameters... yes I have a probable reading on iridium in pretty large quantities. Are the 

Firelords using powerguns?” 

“Not as far as I know, but the Ander’s Legion have...” 

Caman was interrupted by a large blue flash followed immediately by an explosion. What 

had been Wasting Time was now a burning hole in the ground and what was once Sergeant Reginald 

Burke and his driver were now vapour: the M12s fusion bottle had ruptured after being struck by a 

large powergun. 

“That line of rocky outcrops showing on the display, chief: the end one has been identified 

by the Booster as a powergun, probably an Ander’s Legion Tank Destroyer – maybe a little tracked 

Xiphos under a very sophisticated deception net.” 

“Well that’s a bit fucking late.” A bit late for Burke anyway... “Engage – turn me, Penny... 

turn me for fuck sakes so I can get a bead on him before he does the same to us.” 

The Ander’s Legion Tank destroyer was a small, hard to hit tracked vehicle but it sported the 

same 20cm powergun in the same sort of limited traverse mount that Juicy Lucy did. It would – like 

Caman ’s M12 – have to rotate on the spot to bring its main gun to bear, just as Caman ’s vehicle did. 

The difference was that Juicy Lucy wasn’t on tracks but was swivelling on a column on air and – 

thanks to Winner’s driving skills – sliding sideways at the same time. The Xiphos was twisting its 

tracks on the spot and turning slightly slower. And that made all the difference. 

While the main gun was lining up, Caman put his secondary pipper on the target indicated 

by the booster and the 2cm tribarrel on the roof mount opened fire on the Ander’s vehicle’s open 

backed firing compartment. In response two tribarrels from the rear compartment of the Xiphos 

fired back. Juicy Lucy’s hull registered a swathe of hits until Caman ’s own 2cm vaporized the 

exposed crew in the rear of the Ander’s vehicle throwing body parts into the air in a shower of steam 

and blood. But by then he had a sight picture on the main gun... 

Using the foot pedal he fired the 20cm twice. The first one blew away a berm of logs and 

debris in front of his target but the second hit went straight through the main gun mantlet killing the 

gunner and blowing a stack of 2cm tribarrel ammunition which murdered everyone else in the 

vehicle. The Xiphos stopped rotating on it’s tracks and black smoke poured from the fighting 

compartment. 

“Target destroyed.” Said Caman over the detachment push “Turning back left to reengage...” 

Caman didn’t finish the sentence. Sounding like the double ring of a bell at the start of a 

boxing match two rounds hit Juicy Lucy in the rear. The first one was louder – or perhaps Caman ’s 

hearing was already so disturbed by the first clang that he didn’t register the second shot as being as 

impressive – but two rounds had certainly hit his M12 in the skirts and the gliding movement that 

Winner had been performing stopped abruptly as Lucy hit the ground. 

“We’ve got no air, chief,” said Winner front the driver’s seat. “I think we just lost the rear of 

the plenum chamber.” 

“Can we lift on just fan power?” 

“No sir, not worth a fuck.” 



“Right.” Caman made a snap decision. “Winner and Horsa – debus immediately. I’m right 

behind you.” 

“Sir, I...” 

“Orders Horsa. Don’t make me repeat myself. I’m right behind you.” 

Penny Winner crawled out of the driver’s hatch and Denise Horsa forced her way past 

Caman as he raised his seat and opened his own hatch. Horsa used the wriggle tube to follow the 

Driver out of her hatch and – as Caman raised himself in his elevated commanders chair – he could 

see both of his crew members, each toting personal side arms, behind the glacis of Juicy Lucy. They 

were keeping her iridium bulk between themselves and the unseen enemy to the rear. 

Meanwhile, Juicy Lucy’s systems were still on and mostly running. Caman stepped out of the 

commander’ hatch and lay on the slope of the glacis with his feet towards his crew members and his 

head just over the edge of the rim of his cupola. He then manually span the tribarrel on the roof and 

took direct control, slaved with sighting to his helmet visor. 

Moving through the trees like a vast, primordial saurian beast was the nose of a large eight 

wheeled vehicle. Over twice the height of Juicy Lucy the vehicle had a large, flat angular turret with 

two barrels: a main gun and slightly a secondary smaller weapon but either were very capable of a 

rear attack on an M12. In fact – on a bad day – both might have gone through the front too... 

As neither of the main cannon were of much use against infantry, the small turret on the 

very roof of the vehicle was spraying the general area where Juicy Lucy was slumped, idling her fans 

with smoke pouring from the rear engine area as stowage and other items of personal kit had caught 

fire. At the front of the attacking vehicle – which connected by some sort of flexible coupling to the 

turreted rear – there was also a roof mounted weapon that was saturating the area with somem sort 

of canister munition: in effect, something akin to giant shot gun rounds. As Caman heard the ringing 

of multiple tungsten beads ringing off of the skin of Lucy above him, he kept his head down and 

locked the tribarrel onto the front of the Firelords vehicle. He tapped a button on the side of is 

helmet and set the weapon to fire continuously until it ran out of ammo. Having done that he slid 

down the glacis and joined his crew. 

Above them, amidst a cyan torrent, Juicy Lucy’s final trick was to fire in a fixed direction 

straight at the nose of the Firelords Centurion vehicle but – as he target moved under its own power 

at an angle to Caman ’s M12 – the blue hose of powergun rounds walked down the side of the 

vehicle. The first were two tyres which were turned into flaming hoops and exploded but – at the 

Centurion slowed – by luck the tribarrel found a weak spot: the flexible joint. Just as the last of the 

grey smoking disks of spent 2cm ammunition from Juicy Lucy’s last gasp attack were ejected two 

things happened.  

Firstly the Firelords Centurion’s main and secondary guns fired again. These were a 6cm and 

a 9cm railgun and both were slaved to the same aim point: the rear engine bay of Caman ’s tank 

destroyer. Both struck home and the fans stopped and – for just a heart beat or two – there was 

almost complete silence: the Centurion had stopped dead with flaming wheels and Lucy’s engines 

had been pummelled into submission.  

However – just seconds later – there was a huge explosion from the Firelords vehicle. The 

final rounds from Lucy’s tribarrel had evidently his something vital within the beast – ammunition or 

fuel or maybe both, Arthur guessed – and the turret lifted completely from the rear compartment 

and landed upside down several metres away. 



Two crew attempted to leave the Centurion – one with her coveralls alight – and Winner 

stepped past Caman and shot them both. 

“I thought I’d get the burning girl first. Not tactical – she was hardly gonna fire something at 

us in that state – but it seemed more merciful.” 

“Well,” replied Arthur Caman “I’m not going to argue the point. I’ll make a grunt of you 

yet...” He turned and surveyed the wreckage of Juicy Lucy. His ride. His home.  

“Well, Lucy’s gone. I don’t think they can patch her up this time.” 

“Have you lost a tank before chief?” said Winner. 

“Before? said Horsa. “This is his third!”. 

“Well if I’d known that I wouldn’t have volunteered to drive for you!” replied Winner. 

“Well you ain’t gonna be driving for a while, Penny. Let’s see what we can scavenge from 

Lucy regarding cold weather gear, rations and that range extender pack for the comms. We’ve got 

some walking to do and it’s cold... I still don’t think my heated suit is working properly below the 

waist.” 

“I’ll have a look what that Firelord fella I just shot and see what he was wearing: that looked 

quite snug. It might fit you, Boss... might be a bit tight though.” 

“You’re a fucking ghoul Winner,” said Caman with a look of disgust. “I think I’ll make do 

without a blood soaked suit full of holes.” 

“You won’t be saying that tonight when we’re freezing, chief!” 

Caman turned to his comms officer. “Denise – get that range extended and get Stack or even 

ben Medhi on the line. I don’t much care which. But get us a ride and get me the fuck out of here. 

Now!” 

“Yessir!” Horsa grinned as she found the box of electronics and fired it up. “Remember it 

could always be worse, sir.” 

“How?” 

“We could have been those Firelords guys. Or the Ander’s we toasted.” 

Or Terry Meddings, thought Caman. Or Reginald Burke. 

Third Time Lucky. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



  

 


